LEADERSHIP
Dolores Chavez de Daigle
and
Functional Leads

AIM
• EFFICIENT AND EFFECTIVE SYSTEM (for student accountability data)
• ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE (Access to Timely Accurate student performance data for instructional decision making)

GOALS
• Business processes documented for every accountability element
• Business processes documented for critical SIS elements and procedures
• Data integrity system put in place

OUTCOMES
• Document business processes
• All instructional staff have knowledge of business rules
• Functional leads can articulate interrelatedness of data elements (identify stakeholders)

HUMAN RESOURCES
• Engaged Technical Lead
• SchoolMax training
• ReportMax training
• Training for all functional leads
• Access to SIS contract experts

PROCESSES
• Identify functional leads for data elements
• Develop and deploy procedure for functional leads to document business processes for all student accountability elements
• Publish business processes